A NORM CONDITION FOR DISCONJUGACY
OF COMPLEX DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS shui-nee chow1 and PUI-KEI WONG Abstract.
A first order linear vector differential equation with coefficients holomorphic in the unit disk is considered. A criterion for disconjugacy expressed in terms of the Euclidean norm is given, and the condition is the best possible for this particular norm.
In this note we are concerned with complex vector differential equations of the form (1) w'(z) = A(z)w(z),
where A(z)=(Ajk(z)) is a given nxn matrix whose entries are functions holomorphic in the unit disk £)={z:|z|<l} and w(z)=(wx(z), • • ■ , wn(z)). The equation (1) is called S-disconjugate in D if, for every choice of n points a.x, ■ ■ ■ , an in D, the only solution w for which wi(a,)=0, _/'= 1, ■ • • , n, is the trivial solution, cf. [6] .
In [7] Schwarz showed that if \\A\\oe is the maximum-row norm of the matrix A and if, for every distinct pair of points z0 and z joined by a path in D, (2) fV(z)|Ud-z|<21og2, then (1) is S-disconjugate in D. Recently, he further showed in [8] that condition (2) may be replaced by
where C is the unit circle |£| = 1 and \\A\\ is any matrix norm consistent with an absolute vector norm ||iv||. Moreover, he observed that it is not possible to replace the constant 2 in (3) by any number greater than 7r (see [8, p. 321]). In this note we shall show that in the case of the Euclidean norm the constant 2 above can in fact be replaced by tr. For systems of a real interval the corresponding result has been obtained by Nehari [5] . For other criteria of 5-disconjugacy see [4] , [ then it is well known that the square root of the maximal characteristic value of A A* is a norm for A consistent with ||w||. Denote this norm also by Mil.
Theorem. If
The proof of this result will require four lemmas which we state below : We first remark that Lemma 1 was proved by F. Carlson [1] with B being the complex number field, but his proof is equally valid for any complex normed linear space. Lemma 2 of Kim [2] has been used by Schwarz ([7] , [8]) to generate criteria of S-disconjugacy. Lemma 3 is an extension of a geometrical lemma of Lasota and Olech [3] and Zaks [10] has recently given a very simple proof of this result.
Turning now to the proof of Lemma 4 we first note that
It follows from (6) and (8) that
follows immediately.
To prove the theorem we suppose the contrary conclusion so that by Lemma 2, there exist n points a1; • • • , <x" on a circle CK={z:\z\=K, 0<K<1} and a nontrivial solution w such that wJ(aJ)=0, y'=l, • • • ,n. The function p,(z) defined by (6) is then absolutely continuous and of norm 1 on CK such that ptj(a.j)=0,j=\, ■ ■ • ,n. The image of CK may then be regarded as a closed path on the unit sphere in E2n so that Zak's Lemma together with equation (1) On the other hand, if £ is any point on the unit circle C then the total angular variation subtended by CK with respect to £ is clearly twice that subtended by the diameter of CK perpendicualr to (0£) . It follows from elementary considerations that Vcß) <: 4 tan-1 K, t, e C.
Putting this estimate into (4) and using the hypothesis, we find that f M(z)|| \dz\ g: -tan-1 K f \\A(Q\\ |d£| <: 4 tan"1 K. To prove this we proceed as in the proof of the theorem and apply the Holder inequality to the last integral in (9). Then, for 0<A<1, Combining this with (10) and (11) we find that 77 = 4A1/9(arc tan A)17*, 0 < K < 1, which is the desired contradiction. We remark that for second order linear equations of the form (12) W(z)lk(z)\ + q(z)w(z) = 0, S-disconjugacy is also known as disfocality. In this case
so that ||yl(z)||=max(|fc(z)|, |<7(z)|). According to (11), a sufficient condition for (12) to be disfocal in D is that i f [maxíW, |<7|)m| = (^) V-l for some/>_ 1. For a different norm criterion for disfocality of (12) see [9] . In conclusion we shall consider an example of a two-dimensional system on the real interval [0, tt/2] of the form x (t)=A (t)x(t), where l: a-License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Ifx=(x!,x2)andwetakeasnorm ||x||o0=max(|x1|, |x2|),then \\A(t)\\oe =2. In this case a solution is
x(t) = (sin /, cos /), and a simple computation shows that ||*'(Olloo = ll*(OIL on [0,7r/2].
Moreover, if p(t) is defined as in (6) It follows that ||1a'(0L^l = ll^(0ll^1lk'(0L and Lemma 4 is therefore not valid for this norm. Added in proof. The authors have just learned that Professor B. Schwarz has also obtained the result of our theorem using similar techniques. For details, see his paper Curves on the unit sphere and disconjugacy of differential systems, J. Math. Anal. Appl. (to appear).
